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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
alexis funez has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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desidea
the word "desidea" is a colloquial or small-town name of "laziness".  which means detachment, carelessness, lack of
interest by something or someone

enredarse
Entangled: its meaning comes from entanglement, which means to bind, tie it to something or alguientambien may be
related to confusion, disorder, something that is not clear

estar harto
being tired: its meaning is: be filled with something, or reach the top of something, Gorge is to satisfy something, a meal,
music etc.  .

veguero
veguero: person who is born, lives or works in a vegavega:porción of land where low on the banks of a river where
grown crops type conuco as the topocho, banana, banana corn and otros.se is believed that who is veguero is the Lone
Ranger who has a dialect and a way of being campesina.el of the parties that are not flat also is vaguero can live on the
banks of a vega... prof alexis funez gracitanisimo@gmail.com


